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Real Life Case Study: Successfully
Growing Your Practice
Join Ken Buzek, head of one of Securities
America’s successful fee-based practices, to
hear about his and his staff’s experiences in
successfully growing their practice using SA’s
coaching programs, resources and platforms.
Ken Buzek, Securities America Registered Representative,
moderated by Laurie Burkhard, Sr. Business Consultant,
Securities America
1:00 p.m. to 1:50 p.m. – Salon 8

e*Office Enhancements
Two major enhancements to e*Office
Advantage – the new Account Servicing
Tool (replacing Online Answer Center) and
enhanced Business Management Reports.
Troy Paradis, Trainer, Rep Relations and Aaron Spahr, Lead
Product Consultant, Field Technology, Securities America
1:00 p.m. to 1:50 p.m. – Salon 7

Streamlining Account Setup
Merging new technology with existing
applications to control the account setup
process. Learn how to save time and reduce
frustration.
Justin Kaufman, Sr. Rep Relations Technology Training
Specialist, Securities America
3:30 p.m. to 4:20 p.m. – Salon 7

Case Studies in Continuity and
Succession Planning, and Practice
Acquisitions
Learning from the best and worst is often
better than theory. Review several real-life
SA case studies involving continuity 
planning, succession planning and practice
acquisitions, including open discussion
about your specific circumstances.
Roger Verboon, Sr. Practice Management Consultant,
Securities America
4:30 p.m. to 5:20 p.m. – Salon 8

Ease of Doing BusinessAlways Top of Mind
Ideas and feedback from advisors and their staff help guide our efforts.

Securities America has collected feedback from
employees, advisors and their support staff,
and advisory councils on how to increase the
ease of doing business for every-

one. As a key 2011 initiative, Securities
America has focused on improving
policies, procedures processes and 
technology to save advisors time,
money, follow-ups and frustration.

“Our ease-of-doing-business initia-
tives touch every level of Securities
America,” said Janine Wertheim, 
senior vice president and chief market-
ing officer. “Every department and
home office associate is focused on
making it easier for you to do business.”

What We Have Accomplished.
At the beginning of the year,

Securities America implemented a new
online account setup process. By
merging new technology with existing
applications, Securities America puts
advisors in control of the account setup
process. The new streamlined account
setup process makes sure client data is 
complete before paperwork is submit-
ted. The online account setup function
provides the office with a means 
of running an up-front audit of 
paperwork, as opposed to waiting for
the home office to identify errors after
receipt. This helps dramatically decrease the chance
of “Action Needed” items during the setup process,
which enables offices to get business approved and
out the door much faster.

Advisors are already experiencing the immediate
benefits of conducting business via Straight-Through
Processing (STP). STP enhancements were completed
early in the year. Document images replace physical
paper manual review and approval handoffs allowing
the home office and advisor offices to work together
more efficiently as images are online immediately.
Electronic principal approval eliminates the need for
the requirement of the physical OSJ signature step
and an automated rules engine ensures consistent

NIGO review and display. The approval process can
be tracked on the e*Office Advantage New Business
Status system, keeping advisors notified of issues and

approvals and the online NIGO resolu-
tion allows for immediate approvals. 

Another completed ease-of-business
initiative is condensing the number of
compliance policy changes and the
timeframe and format for when 
advisors would be informed of those
changes. By issuing a quarterly newslet-
ter, advisors receive notice of all changes
simultaneously in one convenient 
document, instead of being hit with 
sporadic notices, or inundated at one
time. The quarterly newsletter includes
clear summaries of policy changes as 
well as other valuable information for 
advisors. The “Ask the Branch Examiner”
responds directly to many of the ques-
tions and concerns advisors have, 
allowing for greater communication
between the home office and practices.

What’s Happening Now.
The Trade Monitor upgrade on

June 6 included the new dashboard,
identification of the product type
exchange traded funds, identification of
third-party money managed accounts, 
a few new filter options and a new look
to the user interface. Advisors, OSJs and

home office supervisors will see a reduction of false
positives, reducing the amount of time they need to
spend in Trade Monitor and allowing them to focus
more time on alerts with greater potential for risk.
The new message center will also display current
information regarding Trade Monitor, including 
system and alert updates, tips and other important
information to allow more transparency for advisors
and supervisors. Future upgrades will include 
additional product type identification with structured
products, canned comments functionality, a document
attachment feature and automated letter and 
disclosure document generation.

Today’s
HIGHLIGHTS
Today’s
HIGHLIGHTS
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JANINE WERTHEIM

“Our ease-of-doing-
business initiatives
touch every level of
Securities America.
Every department and
home office associate 
is focused on 

making it easier for
you to do business.”

continued on page 3
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Practice Management Case Study: Coaching & Consulting Work!
Securities America’s programs satisfy former-CPA Ken Buzek’s “show me” demands.

clients to analyze
time versus prof-
itability. They have
used HR Advantage
to help them hire
“the right people
for the right posi-
tions with the right
experience and 
pe r sona l i t i e s . ”
They also worked
with SA’s Practice
Management to
conduct a Client
Survey and create
action steps based on the results. They have 
consulted with FP Transitions to determine the
value of the practice and participated in many
other coaching programs.

“The Business Valuation program opens your
eyes to what you’ve built and the fact that your
practice is the largest asset in your net worth,”
Buzek said. “After that, we started treating the
practice more like a business and focusing on
things that would maximize its value.”

Buzek joined Securities America in 2006 after
many years working with an insurance-based
broker/dealer.

“I liked Securities America being totally 
independent and allowing me to choose the best
products for my clients,” he said. “During the
home office visit, the people at Securities
America impressed me. We’ve had tremendous
success with Securities America. I love the way
they really help us grow our business.”

– Natalie J.S. Hadley

As a former CPA, Ken Buzek has a
strong analytical side that often
requires proof of results to satisfy his
“show me” instinct. In undertaking

two major conversions in their business since
joining Securities America in 1996 – first from
commission to fees and most recently from 
self-managing client investments to using third-
party money managers – Buzek Wealth Advisors
have been more than satisfied with the results.

“When I went independent 13 years ago, 
I had one full-time assistant and did primarily
commission-based mutual fund business, mainly
with retirement accounts,” Buzek said in an
interview prior to the conference. “Our practice
today is six times what it was then in gross 
revenue, with two full-time staff and seasonal
part-time staff. We’ve moved from commission
to predominantly fee-based business, and
through the Next Level coaching program,
we’ve moved mostly to Managed Opportunities®
with third-party money managers.”

Buzek will share his story this afternoon 
in his session, “Real Life Case Study:
Successfully Growing Your Practice,” at 
1 p.m. in Salon 8. Laurie Burkhard, Securities
America senior business consultant, who worked
with Buzek in his initial Securities America
Practice Management Business Consultation,
will moderate.

Within a few years of making the transition to
fee-based business, Buzek Wealth Advisors had
doubled their business. Within six months of
moving to Managed Opportunities, the practice
transitioned $30 million in assets and became
the first member of the first Next Level coaching
class to earn the bonus that pays for the program

fee of $4,495 plus travel expenses up to $2,100.
“During our first Next Level session, Securities

America shared the results of its $1 Million
Producer Survey. One thing those producers were
doing was outsourcing money management to
third-party managers to enable the advisor to
spend more time with clients and referrals,”
Buzek said. “The consultants with Securities
America Advisors had been telling us they
thought we would be more successful if we 
converted to the Managed Opportunities 
platform, and my son Kevin, who runs the office,
had been pushing for the same. The information
at Next Level was what I needed to make the
decision to pull the trigger.”

Buzek said he now feels relieved of the 
investment management burden and more 
confident in his relationships with clients.

“The world today is a totally different 
place from an investment and planning 
perspective,” said Buzek, who has adopted a more
comprehensive planning approach using Income
for Life™, Managed Opportunities and variable
annuities. “It’s much more difficult to figure out
what to do with clients’ money. Having third-
party money managers handle the investments
and allocations enables us to spend more time on
developing deeper client relationships. We feel
more confident, especially after going through
the horrendous markets of 2008 and the first
quarter of 2009. Our client relationships are
stronger and more enjoyable than ever and have
created a higher quality of referral than before.”

Earlier in their relationship with Securities
America, Buzek Wealth Advisors made good use
of the Practice Management business consulta-
tions to streamline office efficiency and segment

KEN BUZEK

In response to feedback from advisors, Securities America also recently 
introduced enhancements to the risk tolerance sections available on theNew
Account Form. Two additional risk tolerance sections, “Moderately
Conservative” and “Moderately Aggressive,” were placed on either side of
“Moderate” on the current risk tolerance spectrum. The “Low” risk tolerance
level changes to “Conservative.” This change should result in “Moderate”
becoming less of a default selection. New logic within the Straight-Through
Processing system now compares the Investment Objective and Risk
Tolerance, though if these appear inconsistent with each other, additional
information may be required. These changes make assessing risk more accurate.

Last year, Advertising Review initiated a new process to review and
approve basic advertising material of new products. This centralized review
process helps ensure resources are being used wisely by eliminating multiple
reviews of the same material. In February 2011, Advertising Review extended
the re-submission requirement for stationery and signage items from once
every year to once every three years. These types of communications contain
limited information and present low levels of risk. This risk-based approach
addresses compliance needs while eliminating some of the administrative 
burdens for advisors and support personnel. Compliance will continue to work
with the AdTrax vendor to implement enhancements that will streamline the
submission process, allow submission of a single item for multiple users, allow

advisors to easily select pre-approved items in the AdTrax Library, and then
automatically add those items to an electronic blotter in their AdTrax 
Advertising File or a Branch Advertising File. Shortly after National
Conference, Securities America plans to roll-out new policies and technology
that will allow expanded use of social media for business purposes.

Securities America has made two major enhancements to e*Office
Advantage. The Online Answer Center has been partially replaced by the new
Account Servicing Tool, a brand new approach to servicing and maintaining
client accounts. The new and improved Business Management Reports
provides advisors an updated, user-friendly design with a wide array of new
reports to enhance their overall office reporting experience. (For more 
information on e*Office Enhancements, turn to page 9.)

Next on the Agenda.
As you can see, Securities America is committed to continually increasing

the ease of doing business for advisors and their office staff. Following National
Conference, enhancements and upgrades to the aforementioned areas will 
continue to rollout to create the most RepCentric environment available for
advisors to conduct business. Securities America will continue focusing on
making it easier to do business for our advisors. For more information, watch
the bi-monthly Star newsletter for updates and announcements.

– LisaJo Crawford

Ease of Doing Business Always Top of Mind (continued from cover)



technology, this web-based application
processes date files from dozens of custodians,
product companies and third-party money
managers. Advisors can view the data through
more than 35 client-friendly reports generated
by the system, including asset allocation,
transactions, holdings and performance
reports. In addition, advisor-level reports can
be retrieved at the book of business level, and
offices can set up periodic batch jobs.

“Outsourcing performance reporting 
responsibilities to Albridge helps advisors create
efficiencies within their practice with regard to
maintenance and reporting on client accounts,”
said Jeremy Robson, director of advisory services
for Securities America Advisors. “Industry-
wide, Albridge is the leader in performance
reporting. The client reports available in the
system are robust and professional looking.
With the information available through
Albridge, advisors can improve client commu-
nication and provide a higher level of service.”
CashEdge AllData Account Aggregation is

an industry-leading technology that delivers
data from more than 10,000 sources, creating
a single secure location where clients can
view their financial information including
self-directed brokerage, bank and retirement
accounts. It can also aggregate the client’s 
liability accounts, such as credit cards, 
mortgages and auto loans. 

“The integration of CashEdge AllData with
the tools already available on Albridge gives
advisors a competitive edge in today’s market
place,” Robson said. “By having information on
assets that may be managed away, advisors have
the opportunity to capture and manage those
accounts, building their assets under manage-
ment and their revenue stream per client.”

Join Jeremy Robson, Securities America
director of advisors services, Jeff Benfield from
Albridge Solutions and Larry Hatcher from
CashEdge for “Introduction to Albridge
Wealth Reporting and CashEdge” TODAY at
11 a.m. in Salon 7. The session will include
demonstrations of both tools and information
on how to subscribe. – Natalie J.S. Hadley

H
aving a clear view of the big picture
of client portfolios is a two-way
street. You need a clear view of the
client’s assets and liabilities. Your

clients need a complete understanding of
their investment assets and accounts. With
Albridge and CashEdge, you can get the
holistic view of the client’s financial situation

and in turn provide your clients better 
understanding of where they are today and
how they will get to tomorrow.
Albridge Wealth Reporting is an on-demand

performance reporting engine that provides
reports updated to the close of the previous
business day. Accessible through e*Office
Advantage through the single sign-on 

Get the Big Picture with Albridge and CashEdge
Account aggregation helps advisors find and gather assets by providing a full view of their clients’ finances.
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“Any tool that
helps you get 
a deeper 

understanding 
of clients means
you can serve
them better.” JEREMY ROBSONJEREMY ROBSON



Helping Protect Independent Advisors at All Regulatory Levels
FSI offers insight on the complexities of the current regulatory environment and issues on the “watch list.”

“The SEC has indicated recently that it will
be discussing 12b-1 fees again in July,” Schwartz
said. “FSI believes the impact would be reduced
client options, reduced advisor compensation
and reduced competition. At this point, it is 
just a proposal. We can still engage in that 
discussion to effect change.”

As you’re aware, over the past several years,
FINRA’s attention has been on consolidating
the NASD and NYSE rulebooks, Schwartz said.
The majority of the rules have been reviewed
and many rewritten, leaving the more difficult
issues of supervision and supervisory controls,
implementation of suitability and know-your-
client rules, and implementation of outside
business activity rules. FSI has been working to
address the unintended consequences of
FINRA’s proposed rules, and Schwartz will 
discuss the results during his presentation.

– Natalie J.S. Hadley

If you’re looking for a guide in the brave new
world of financial regulatory reform, look
no further than today’s session with Matt
Schwartz, government affairs counsel for

the Financial Services Institute (FSI). Schwartz
will provide a look at the current regulatory
environment and issues on FSI’s “watch list” at
his session The State of Regulation tomorrow
at 7 a.m. in Asbury Hall D.

In an interview before the conference,
Schwartz said he will provide an overview of
what’s taking place at the federal and state 
levels as well as with the self-regulatory 
organizations like FINRA.

“It’s important for our industry to have 
constructive engagement in the regulatory
process,” Schwartz said. “If there is no comment
or engagement, regulations go forward as pro-
posed. Engagement works. Changes are made,
and advisor interests are protected. Reaching
out to regulators and congressmen is essential to
the prosperity of an advisor’s business.”

At the federal level, Schwartz will provide an
update on implementation issues surrounding
the Dodd-Frank Act and creation of a new 
self-regulatory organization for registered
investment advisors. The Department of Labor’s
proposed definition of a fiduciary is another area
of concern, along with the classification of
independent contractors, Schwartz said.

“Reclassifying independent contractors is a
money grab to generate additional revenue,” he
said. “They are trying to get that through 
people and companies that are intentionally
misclassifying themselves as independent 

contractors. The inclusion of financial advisors
and other legitimate independent contractors 
is an unintended consequence that would
increase the cost of business.”

The issue of correctly classifying independent
contractors extends to the state level, where
advisors also face the threat of taxes on services

aimed at bolstering state budgets, Schwartz said.
California, Hawaii, Pennsylvania and Michigan
have proposed service taxes, and with 46 states
facing budget shortfalls, more will likely follow.

With 95 new rules to create, five new offices
to develop and 17 studies to conduct, the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
was expected to set aside its proposed 
amendment to regulations regarding 12b-1 fees.
The proposal is intended to make the fees more
transparent to investors, improve disclosure
language, cap C-share compensation and
increase market competition.

Financial advisor membership to FSI is open
to any individual partner, director, officer,
employee or independent contractor of a retail
broker-dealer. Membership benefits include:

} Free, on-demand, members-only web 
conferences and podcasts on topics 
important to advisors’ business

} FSIVoice member newsletter

}Members-only quarterly Advisor Briefing calls

}Access to analyses of regulatory and 
legislative proposals

}Direct links from the Advocacy Action
Center to communicate with legislators 
and regulators

}Monthly advocacy updates

}Opportunity to join FSI on Capitol Hill visits

Securities America has been a broker-dealer
member of FSI since 2007. If you are not already
a member, please visit the FSI booth and join
this important industry organization. 

Founded in 2004, the Financial Services Institute
(FSI) is the only advocacy organization working
on behalf of independent broker-dealers and
independent financial advisors. FSI’s vision is
that all individuals have access to competent
and affordable financial advice, products and
services delivered by a growing network of 
independent financial advisors affiliated with
independent financial services firms. Its mission
is to create a healthier regulatory environment
for independent broker-dealers and their 
affiliated independent financial advisors
through aggressive and effective advocacy, 
education and public awareness. FSI’s strategy
supports its vision and mission through robust
involvement in FINRA governance, construc-
tive engagement in the regulatory process and
effective influence on the legislative process.

FSI now has more than 125 broker-dealer 
members – representing 64 percent of all 
registered representatives who practice as 
independent advisors – and more than 16,000
individual advisor members. FSI follows a
three-part advocacy strategy:

}Robust involvement in FINRA governance.

}Constructive, active engagement in the 
regulatory process.

} Effective influence on the legislative process.

Since 2004, FSI has been the only advocacy
group working in Washington and the states on
behalf of the independent broker-dealer and
independent financial advisors. FSI helps 
protect the independent advisors’ role in 
serving millions of American families and is
committed to preserving the independent 
business model through advocacy, education
and public awareness. Its efforts are focused on
creating a healthy regulatory climate in which
advisors can do what they do best – provide
quality and affordable financial advice, products
and services to their clients.

“The SEC has indicated recently 
that it will be discussing 12b-1 fees
again in July. FSI believes the impact
would be reduced client options,
reduced advisor compensation 
and reduced competition.”

MATT SCHWARTZ



great stories, whether in a small business or 
a large corporation. It’s a skill that helps 
them relate to people. Advisors should craft
stories that showcase their value as an advisor.
Facts and figures are not as impactful as a 
great story.”

Although some people are naturally inclined
to be storytellers, even they practice their 
skill, Pleggenkuhle said. Those who are not
“born storytellers” can follow the same 
principles to become good and make those
emotional connections with clients and
prospects through stories.

“It’s not about copying someone else,” she
said. “To be truly believable, your stories have
to fit your style. You learn to tell them using
what’s natural to you.”

Pleggenkuhle said advisors can use storytelling
to share their culture and business practices,
helping them connect on an emotional level.
During her presentation, she shared the six
elements of a successful story, based on infor-
mation from Walt Disney Feature Animation:
structure, flow, dynamic tension, character,
tone and mood. Pleggenkuhle said the 
decision on which stories to tell comes from
advisors’ organizational identity, made up of
their vision (what they want to be), mission
(what they want to do), customer and essence
(how they want their customer to feel).

Pleggenkuhle joined Disney in 1990 as an
operations cast member at Disney’s Hollywood
Studios. In her current position, she recruits,
trains and mentors Disney Institute facilitators.
She is also a consultant with Disney Institute,
working with clients to help develop a 
comprehensive approach to organizational
improvement in the areas of service, 
leadership, management, customer loyalty 
and creativity/innovation. 

“I love to facilitate, because it can be so
impactful,” she said. “Really, the product financial
advisors are providing is emotional and it has a
huge impact on someone’s life. Advisors can
make a huge positive influence on their clients’
lives, and it’s critical that they help clients
understand the value they provide.”

– Natalie J.S. Hadley

Whether through movies, television,
music or theme parks, The Walt
Disney Company has embraced
the idea that storytelling builds

lasting relationships and memories.
In yesterday’s morning keynote address,

Sharon Pleggenkuhle, manager of delivery and
quality control and a consultant for Disney

Institute, shared with Securities America 
advisors the importance of storytelling for
financial advisors, along with ways advisors
can improve their storytelling skills to keep
current clients and attract new clients.

“Storytelling is crucial no matter what your
role or industry,” Pleggenkuhle said in an
interview before the conference. “Leaders tell

Disney Institute Explains Magic of Storytelling in Financial Services
Keynote helps advisors learn to connect with prospects and clients in a meaningful way.
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A Brief Look at Sunday’s Speakers, Sessions & Connections
This year’s conference offers unique opportunities to network, learn and grow.

NextPhase™ Income Distribution is Highlighted
Paul Lofties, Dennis King, Zach Parker and Janine Wertheim
discuss NextPhase during Sunday morning’s general session, 
explaining its origin and how it will grow in the coming year.

Video and the Advisor – Branding Continues to Evolve
Sunday was a full day of educational sessions, including the
highly attended “Personal Branding in a Social Media Age”

presented by Comunicato, an online video service.

Income Distribution Sessions Ran the Entire Day in Salon 7 with High Interest from Conference Attendees
Today’s income distribution-focused track started with Jeremy Robson’s session “Introduction to Time-Segmented Income Distribution
and Managed Opportunities® NextPhase™. It drew a strong crowd of advisors wanting to get ahead of the curve with this new program.

Experts, Hardware & Software
The Technology Pavilion is a consistent
hot spot of activity as advisors and

technology experts get time to connect.

New Mobile App Draws Attention
Advisors Reggie Berthiaume and 

Scott Harwell take Securities America’s
e*Office for a test run on an iPad.

The Disney Institute Keynote
Sharon Pleggenkuhle shares with 

attendees the importance of storytelling
in their financial practices’ success.



You can be the best financial advisor in
the world but if people don’t know
you’re there, they’ll miss out – and so
will you. Smart advisors know that

they’ve got to be visible and credible – both
online and in the real world – if  they want to 
survive and thrive. 
Marie Swift, one of the industry’s leading mar-

keting and PR consultants, will talk about media

relations and online visibility strategies that get
results in “Get Exposed: Working with the
Media and Building Your Online Presence”
today at 1 p.m. in Asbury Hall A.

You will gain tips on building a network of
media contacts, how to become an industry
expert in your market, and how to work with a
variety of media channels. Swift will share 
stories of how successful Securities America

Working with the Media & Building Your Online Presence
Leading financial industry PR consultant Marie Swift offers advice on making the most of your online assets.
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advisors used media mentions and other digital
tools to build a solid online presence. 

Swift will show several website makeovers to
illustrate how an average or substandard website
can really shine after a professionally guided
transformation. She will also touch on social
media options and provide tips on how you can
improve your virtual storefront. 

This fast-paced session will cover: 
}Why its important to pursue media attention
}How to get exposure in local and national

consumer publications
} Basic media etiquette and interview skills
}How to leverage any media mentions you get
}How to create a professional website
}Online do’s and don’ts
}How to evaluate a website vendor
} Best practices for a powerful online presence
}A system for harnessing your digital assets
}When and how to add social media 

Miss the session? Visit booth #314 and pick up:
} Information about Media Master University,

a new three-month training and empower-
ment PR program offered by Impact
Communications and Securities America –
including a $300 discount code 

}A Tips Sheet filled with PR Do’s and Don’ts

} Information about the new Marketing Muscle
Review offered by Impact Communications in
conjunction with Securities America – includ-
ing a $200 discount code

} Information about the new Custom Magazine
Solution being offered through Securities
America – including a $200 discount code

} Swift’s Web 2.0 Diagnostic Tool to help you
make an action plan, including your next three
steps for building a powerful online presence

}A handy Social Media Wallet Card to pull out
before you hit the “submit” button on any
social media site

} Fun Fortune Cookies that will inspire and
entertain you

}A chance to win a Pen that Doubles as a
Video Recording Device

Impact Communications, led by Swift, has
worked with Securities America since 2006.

“My team and I are proud to represent
Securities America. It has been an honor to
work with the Executive Leadership Team and
numerous Securities America registered repre-
sentatives over the past five years,” Swift said.
“This is my sixth Securities America national
conference. I can’t think of anywhere else I’d
rather be. I look forward to seeing old friends
and new at my business building session!”

– Natalie J.S. Hadley



Don’t Miss Out on Current Technology and Online Solutions
Advisors, assistants and staff can all benefit from Securities America’s industry-leading technology resources.

the system’s auto-rules engine finds errors or
omissions before transmittal, reducing the 
possibility of a NIGO. The system also takes the
guesswork out of determining the proper forms
and documents for establishing a particular type
of account, and the pre-population feature
reduces the chance for typos. 

“Find Out How” Videos and Live Webcasts
These short, “how-to” videos give instruction

and insight into many of the functions available
in e*Office Advantage. With step-by-step
screen displays moving in real-time, these videos
can easily guide a user through a function. 
Live webcasts broadcast weekly on various 
topics also help advisors and their staff learn
how to leverage technology. By exploring
e*Office’s Educenter, advisors and assistants
can find an entire library devoted to e*Office 
training. This library includes links to various
training videos, including the Find Out How
videos and the live webcast Training Calendar.

Are you taking advantage of all the
technology tools and resources that
Securities America currently offers?
We give you access to the latest 

technology available to help you efficiently and
effectively run your business, and we provide
training, too. 

“Between the proprietary technology we
develop in-house at Securities America and the
third party software solutions we make available,
we give our advisors an industry-leading 
technology selection,” said Justin Kaufman 
senior Rep Relations technology training 
specialist. “Given the huge menu, my advice to
any advisor or staff member I get a chance to
meet with is to have a conversation with a
home-office expert to help them custom-fit a
technology package that can help streamline
their office by focusing on the things they need
and eliminating the things they don’t.”

To better leverage your technology solutions,
make sure to take advantage of the following
technology tools and resources. 

SAI Vault and SAI Desktop Vault
The SAI Vault is an online document image

search solution available on the Virtual Office
tab of e*Office Advantage. SAI Vault features
enhanced search options, an image preview 
feature, additional on-screen information and
more, all while maintaining the write-once-
read-many compliance measures required by
FINRA. Also available to advisors is the SAI
Desktop Vault, a subscription desktop document
management application that will store advisors’
images, documents and other files using custom
file cabinets and folders. The SAI Desktop Vault
also works with the Permanent Storage
Solution, allowing advisors to upload images for
permanent storage.  

Fast Forms
FastForms enables advisors to pre-fill Securities

America forms, along with forms from more
than 100 sponsor companies, using data drawn
from Account Manager. The completed forms
look more professional than if hand-written, and

Technology Becoming More Important to Advisors Each Year
Securities America continues to develop new tools, enhance and expand current technology resources.

The new Account Servicing Tool located 
in e*Office Advantage will focus on four 
request-type buckets: Move Money, Manage
Positions, Manage Features and Request Research.
The new tool will provide clearer menu options,
business-driven entry screens and just-in-time
account information displays. The information
displays will include cash balances, positions and
EFT links on file.

A verification step is included as a double-
check for all entries prior to submission.
Likewise, users will now have the option to
request an “In Progress” work item be canceled
or to request stop payment of a physical check.
A new search utility has also been implemented
to allow users to quickly and easily find accounts.

The new platform gives real-time status
updates and allows users to communicate 
directly with the home office processor after 
submission by tying all notes, comments and
concerns to the original ticket. Users will also be
able to attach documents to new or existing
requests. All required and optional forms will be
pre-populated with information entered for the
request, decreasing a user’s data entry time,
decreasing the possibility for error and providing
better back-office tracking.

“Our intent is to provide a tool that stream-
lines workflow in advisor offices for all account
servicing requests,” said Diana Criser-Burns,
field technology product consultant. “We feel
we have created a valuable tool that is more 

To increase efficiency and usability,
Securities America has enhanced
areas of e*Office Advantage to create
a more user-friendly interface. Two of

the largest and most recent changes were made
to the Business Management Reports and
Account Servicing Tool (formerly the Online
Answer Center).

Business Management Reports
Now available to all offices, the new Business

Management Reports system is made possible by
a free Microsoft browser plug-in program called
Silverlight.  Visit http://www.microsoft.com/get-
silveright to ensure you have the latest version of
this application. Once Silverlight is installed,
access e*Office Advantage => Reports => Reports
(New) to begin using this new system.  A search
window was added allowing you to quickly find
reports by typing a search word or phrase. You
now have the ability to identify “Favorite”
reports, which can quickly be run through the
new “Favorites” selection area. Multiple theme
options are available, giving you control over the
colors inside this area of e*Office Advantage.

Intellisense (type-ahead) searching was added
to many reports, allowing you to quickly type a
client name or household to select an account or
group of accounts to retrieve information. A
new rep code group utility lets you create custom
groups of rep codes. Branch managers, acting
principals, advisors with multiple rep codes and
splits, and assistants who support multiple 

advisors can use this new feature to retrieve
commissions, GDC, action items and virtually
all other reports for an entire branch or any 
custom group of rep codes at one time.

In addition to the interface changes, all
reports were updated with a consistent style,
many reports were updated with additional
options and sub-reports, and a few brand new
reports were also added during this project.

“The Business Management Reports section
of e*Office Advantage is a really critical area of
the website that helps advisors run their 
business,” said Aaron Spahr, lead product 
consultant. “We have implemented changes
directly related to suggestions we received 
from advisor feedback to create an attractive, 
consistent and user-friendly interface for our
advisors and their staff.”

The original Reports will remain available
within the new Reports tab in e*Office
Advantage for a short while to give you plenty
of time to transition to using the new system.
Visit the Technology Pavilion for a hands-on
demonstration of this new solution or contact
the Rep Relations Center if you need assistance
after the conference.

Account Servicing Tool
Securities America is also in the process of

replacing the Online Answer Center with a
user-friendly interface that will decrease users’
data entry time and reduce the possibility for
errors during different operations. continued on page 11

continued on page 11



No conference is complete without
a night of local entertainment,
and the 2011 Connect! National
Conference has a great night in

store for you. Join us TONIGHT (Monday),
for the Epic Grand Celebration at Disney’s
Hollywood Studios® Indiana Jones™ Epic
Stunt Theater from 7 to 11 p.m.

Dress casual and meet at the Port
Cochere at the Convention Center where
buses will begin to leave for the theater at
6:30 p.m. Upon reaching their destination,
advisors will be seated in the stands of Epic
Stunt Theater and treated to Scene One of
the Indiana Jones™ Epic Stunt Spectacular.
Disney describes the event as follows:

Join Us Monday Night for the Epic Grand Celebration
Disney’s Hollywood Studios® Indiana Jones™ Epic Stunt Theater – Dinner, Jugglers, Sword Swallowers & More!

Daily StarTHEDaily StarTHE

“Indiana Jones enters the ruins of a temple,
dodging spears and blow darts as he seeks to
retrieve the golden idol. A dangerous series of
life-threatening surprises are liable to doom our
hero, but soon Indy has the treasure in his grasp.
What he didn’t anticipate is that a curse 
accompanies the idol – a curse in the form of a
massive, rolling boulder that threatens to crush
him as he races ahead, desperately trying to 
outrun the stone when…”

The second half of the Indiana Jones™
Epic Stunt Spectacular will require the 
assistance of movie extras for an upcoming
banquet scene. Following the show, enjoy
dinner prepared by Disney chefs. Striking
entertainment will also be available 
throughout the evening, including jugglers, 
a sword-swallower, henna artists and a DJ. 

The evening will be a magical experience
that only Disney can deliver, and you are
sure to have a genuinely fantastic time.
Don’t miss out on the Epic Grand
Celebration at Disney’s Hollywood Studios®

Indiana Jones™ Epic Stunt Theater.

– LisaJo Crawford

“Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981)
received 11 Oscar nominations
and won seven, including 
the awards for Best Sound 
and Best Visual Effects.”



Get Referrals with NEW Interactive Client Survey Meetings
Securities America teams up with Feedback Marketing Group to provide a comprehensive tool for advisors.

In Interactive Client Surveys you will have a
conversation with your clients about how they
would like to be approached about referrals. This
strategy can be used one-on-one with a client or
in a focus group style meeting with six to eight of
your top clients and/or prospects. Many advisors
prefer to start with one-on-one meetings.

By implementing this strategy into your 
business, you can gain business and more referrals
from existing clients, expand your business 
without an expensive marketing campaign,
improve your clients’ understanding of your 
business and services, identify service gaps,
improve client satisfaction and retention, and
convert clients into advocates for your business.

For more information on Interactive Client
Surveys and how it can help your business grow,
be sure to attend the Practice Management
Track session titled, Interactive Client Surveys:
Duplicate Clients, Attract Prospects and
Create Advocates – Without Talking, TODAY
at 2 p.m. to 2:50 p.m. in Salon 8.  

– LisaJo Crawford

Referrals fuel the financial industry and
without them your client base could
plateau and eventually dwindle.
Getting referrals is a challenge advisors

face daily. It is not a matter of simply asking a
client if they know anyone needing your 
services. One of the best ways to learn how to
comfortably approach the referral topic with
each and every client is to do so in a separate
meeting and not in conjunction with a client
review meeting. It is during this separate meeting
that you will be able to uncover how truly 
comfortable they are at referring you. 

Securities America has teamed up with Dan
Allison and the Feedback Marketing Group to
assemble a comprehensive working guide to
building and implementing interactive client
survey meetings into your practice. Using the
New Conversations: Interactive Client Surveys
program, you can gain more business and referrals
from existing clients while improving your
clients’ understanding of your business and the

services you have available. This increases client
satisfaction and retention while converting
clients into advocates for your business.

“Clients need to value your experience and
your service enough that they would want to
refer you,” said Kirk Hulett, senior vice president
of strategy and practice management.  “They also
have to fully understand your services and all
your products. If you have not discussed how 
to talk about you, clients may shy away from 
mentioning you.”

Interactive Client Surveys is a structured,
hour-long meeting with your most influential
clients designed to approach the topic of referrals
and generate new business for your practice. You
will update your clients on your business model,
your growth objectives and gain valuable feed-
back from your clients on their experience with
your practice. You will create a comfortable, pro-
fessional atmosphere for discussing your growth
plans and share with your clients the instrumen-
tal role they will play in growing your business. 
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efficient for advisors to use, that is easy enough for the novice user but not over
burdensome for the experienced user.” 

Currently in the pilot stage, the first feature to roll out will be the Move
Money platform for non-qualified accounts. These features include
requests for a physical check, electronic funds transfers and wires, to move
money within accounts and to move money between accounts. This 
functionality will be available to all offices approximately two weeks after
the National Conference. The pilot group will remain in place for releases
of future functions.

“I recently did a client’s request to have $1,200 transferred to her bank
account,” said Sandy Goeken, another pilot participant. “The new tool was

awesome! With a few clicks and very, very little time, the request was 
completed. This tool had all my options for the account – distribution type,
bank accounts on file, how and when it is to be sent and if a wire or overnight
charge is to be paid – listed in one area as radio buttons. What an efficient
tool! I cannot wait for future roll outs.”

To learn more about these and more improvements, attend the e*Office
Enhancements session of the e*fficiency Track TODAY at 1 p.m. in Salon 7. 
The session will be presented by Troy Paradis, Rep Relations Center trainer,
and Aaron Spahr, field technology lead product consultant.

– LisaJo Crawford

Technology Becoming More Important (continued from page 9)

e*Certification
The e*Certification program offers three

levels of industry and firm-specific training for
assistants. The online courses are always 
available, allowing each user to progress at his or
her own pace. The e*Certification program is a
great way to get value out of fully developed
training at a minimal cost. 

Quickcards
Quickcards are typically one- to two-page,

printable brochures that outline a topic.
Quickcards give advisors access to information
with quick summaries and reference informa-
tion, frequently asked questions with answers,
and instructions. Quickcards are available on
generally any topic, including many of the 
technological solutions available to advisors.
Securities America is beginning to put both

Quickcards and Find Out How videos on the
e*Office Advantage tab with the function to
allow users easier access to helpful information. 

As you can see, there are many different ways
technology can help you and your practice
become more efficient and effective. Getting
familiar with all that Securities America has to
currently offer as well as the new and exciting
rollouts that come every year will give you a
well- rounded understanding of how to put these
to work for you!                         – LisaJo Crawford

Current Technology (continued from page 9)

ON THE E*OFFICE NOW ARE QUICKCARDS ABOUT HOW TO GET MOBILE!ON THE E*OFFICE NOW ARE QUICKCARDS ABOUT HOW TO GET MOBILE!




